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Prior studies have shown that traders quickly converge to the
price–quantity equilibrium in markets for goods that are immediately consumed, but they produce speculative price bubbles in resalable asset markets. We present a stock-flow model of durable
assets in which the existing stock of assets is subject to depreciation and producers may produce additional units of the asset. In
our laboratory experiments inexperienced consumers who can
resell their units disregard the consumption value of the assets
and compete vigorously with producers, depressing prices and
production. Consumers who have first participated in experiments without resale learn to heed their consumption values
and, when they are given the option to resell, trade at equilibrium prices. Reproducibility is therefore the most natural and
most effective treatment for suppression of bubbles in asset market experiments.
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ontrary to rational theory the first asset market experiments
with complete common information on fundamental value
exhibited unexpectedly strong tendencies to yield price bubbles
(1). The results, however, were soon extended (2, 3), independently replicated (4–8), and have quite important consequences
for improved understanding of the sources of instability in the
economy (9–11).
In contrast with these robust asset market findings, earlier
experiments had established that repeated trade across time
periods in static supply and demand experiments yielded efficient rapid convergence to rational competitive equilibrium
outcomes under strictly private decentralized information (12).
In the supply and demand experiments, however, trades were for
immediate consumption, as with hamburgers and haircuts; as
noted in ref. 13, items could not be retraded and individuals
knew in advance that they were specialized as buyers or sellers
and could not switch roles depending on price as in asset markets.
[These features also characterize nondurable goods and services in
the US national accounts and represent approximately 75% of
private product. Instability in the US national accounts arises from
the remaining 25% (11)].
Motivated by the glaring contrast in these two kinds of markets, Dickhaut et al. (13) reformulated the traditional supply and
demand environment by explicitly modeling two goods: “cash” as
a means of payment and a “commodity” that had a heterogeneous end-of-period “dividend” consumption yield value. This
formulation exactly parallels the asset trading environment, except that cash and commodity endowments have only a oneperiod life and dividends are not common. Individual subjects
received diverse endowments, but in each of 10 periods a subject
was endowed with the same amounts of cash and commodity,
thus inducing pure static supply and demand conditions across
10 periods. This reformulated framework allowed the study of
convergence in a 2 × 2 design, (retrade, no retrade) × (low cash,
high cash). Convergence was markedly slower in retrade vs. no
retrade because traders who could retrade had difficulty learning
from market prices their optimal role as buyers or sellers. High
cash exacerbated this difficulty relative to low cash, in line with
previous findings (14).
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Haruvy et al. (ref. 15, p. 7) observe that because durable
goods can be retraded they carry an implicit option value for
resale at a higher or lower price depending on individual expectations. [Harrison and Kreps (16) also demonstrated this
possibility in a theoretical model.] A perishable good has
only consumptive utility value, if purchased, whereas a durable
good will yield consumptive value if retained, but a resale value
if not. Thus, durable goods can involve a speculative motive
whereas nondurables cannot. It is this speculative motive that
has driven price bubbles in studies of asset markets.
Previous studies have modeled a durable asset whose life
extends over the entire horizon of the experiment; in those
studies—unlike house or automobile markets, for example—
no new units were produced and existing units did not depreciate during the course of the experiment. [However,
Haruvy et al. (15) study a securities market subject to external
interventions to repurchase existing shares that reduce the
asset stock, or issue new shares that increase the stock.] In this
paper we model producers who at private unit cost may elect to
sell newly produced units that add to the existing stock; also,
we introduce an elementary “replacement demand” for asset
units: The existing units “depreciate” with a constant probability, independent of age and price. Hence, there is a net
addition (or loss) of asset units in the market depending on
whether production is greater than or less than the depreciation rate. We set the stage for experimental studies of asset
market trading characterized by dynamic stock-flow trajectories over time with the stock determined endogenously. [Abstract general stock-flow models were introduced by Clower
(17) for capital asset pricing and Smith (18) for the theory of
the firm.] In our new experiments we find that resale inhibits
price discovery, which in turn distorts production and retards
efficiency. However, whereas resale has generated price bubbles in asset markets without production, in our asset markets
resale suppresses prices well below equilibrium. This is because many consumers fail to specialize as buyers, and instead
compete with producers as sellers. When we rerun the resale experiments with subjects who are experienced as specialized buyers
and sellers in the no-resale treatment prices and production
converge to equilibrium and efficiency improves. Reproducibility is therefore the most natural and most effective treatment
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for suppression of bubbles in asset market experiments. [Hong
et al. (19) develop a theoretical model in which release of
locked up shares can suppress a price bubble following an
initial public offering.]
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Theoretical Model
Our model of a reproducible durable asset has several key elements. First, asset units provide use value to their owners, which
we refer to as dividends. Dividends represent the stream of
services to an owner occupying his home or the rental stream to a
landlord. The asset yields a dividend but also has some persistence. Depreciation is a common feature of durable assets, including residential, commercial, and industrial structures. We
assume that an asset unit depreciates with probability μ, independent of its age. (As a result of this idealization units are
homogeneous.) If μ > 0 then the dividends received from an
asset unit have a finite expected value, which we assume represents its value to a consumer. Individual demand is functionally
determined from the unit values to a consumer, and market
demand is the aggregation of the individual demands. Theoretically, price at any time is determined from the condition that the
market demand is equal to the supply, which is the current stock
of units available. Suppliers can profitably sell newly produced
units if their cost is below the market price. The total produced
less the loss from depreciated units is the increment to the stock
of asset units in the subsequent period. These elements constitute the model, formally described below.

.
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Because the value of unit j for consumer i does not depend on
ðjÞ
ðjÞ
the time when it is purchased, we write Vi = di =μ. We also
ðjÞ
ðj+1Þ
assume that di ≥ di
for all j because a consumer will put
the first unit purchased to its most valuable use.
Demand and Asset Stock. If consumers have the per-period dividends and average lifetime dividends shown in Table 1 then P =
D−1(Q) = 235 − 2.5 * Q is a linear approximation to the market
inverse demand function. In this case Q = D(P) = 94 – 0.4 * P is
a linear approximation to the market demand.
The theoretical market price is determined from the demand
and the stock of asset units. Fig. 1 shows an example market
demand D(P) = 94 – 0.4 * P and a stock of X(0) = 22 asset units.
The equilibrium price in this market is determined from X(0) =
D(P*) so P* = 180. All of these elements are shown in Fig.
1, Left.
Producers’ Costs and Market Supply. In our experiment μ = 0.2 so
that on average 20% of the asset stock depreciates in time t.
With the costs shown in Table 1, the market inverse supply
function is approximated by P = S−1(Q) = 15 * Q + 15, so market
supply is approximated by Q = S(P) = P/15 – 1. With the shortrun equilibrium price of P* = 180 producers will add Q* = 11
units to the market. Because μ = 0.2, 4.4 units can be expected to
depreciate. Hence, 6.6 units are added to the stock of assets, as
shown in Fig. 1, Right.

Asset Life. We assume that at times t = 1, 2, 3, . . . an asset unit

depreciates with probability μ. The probability that a unit depreciates is independent for each unit. In particular, it does not
depend upon the time period a unit was produced.
ðjÞ

Dividends. We assume that consumer i receives a dividend di ðtÞ
for the jth unit that i owns in period t. In our experiments unit
j yields a constant dividend in each period that it is owned
by consumer i, so we suppress the time variable and denote
ðjÞ
the dividend by di . An asset purchased or held at time t pays a
dividend at time t with certainty, but immediately after the dividend is paid it depreciates with probability μ. The probability
that the asset unit pays a dividend in period t + 1 is 1 – μ, so its
ðjÞ
expected value in the next time period is ð1 − μÞdi . The probability that the asset unit lasts from period t until at least period
t + k isð1 − μÞk, so at time t the expected value of the dividends
ðjÞ
from the asset unit in period t + k is ð1 − μÞk di . The expected
value of the asset unit services from period t onward is

Steady State. Production and depreciation at time t determines
the asset stock at time t + 1. This results in a new short-run
equilibrium price, production and depreciation at t + 1, determining the asset stock at t + 2. The process reaches a steady
state—if it exists—that is characterized by the conditions
XðtÞ = DðPp Þ and SðPp Þ = μXðtÞ. That is, the price is set where
demand intersects the stock of asset units and at this price
production replaces the units that depreciate. Given the parameters in Table 1 and a depreciation rate of 20%, the steady
state occurs with an asset stock of 40 units. The resulting price of
135 would elicit 8 units of production, exactly offsetting the 20%
depreciation of the 40 units of stock.

Table 1. Induced values and costs for consumers and producers
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Unit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Type 1
producers

Type 2
producers

Production cost

Production cost

Dividend
per period

Average lifetime
dividend

Dividend
per period

Average lifetime
dividend

30
120
150
240
—
—
—
—
—

60
90
180
210
—
—
—
—
—

46
42
38
34
30
26
22
18
0

230
210
190
170
150
130
110
90
0

44
40
36
32
28
24
20
16
0

220
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
0

Type 1 consumers

Type 2 consumers

In our experiments each consumer had a carrying capacity of nine units; each producer could produce up to four units per period. The
probability of deterioration after a given period was 0.2, so a unit had an expected lifetime of five periods.
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Experiment Design
We tested our durable goods model under two treatment conditions, both of which used a double auction to mediate trade. In the
baseline treatment (BL) we suppressed the asset units’ option risk
by requiring units that were purchased in the BL to be held until
they depreciated. In the resale treatment (RS) we allowed consumers to freely resell their units to one another. Producers were
not allowed to purchase units in either treatment; speculation could
occur only among consumers. In our RS treatment the resale option
risk hindered prices from converging to equilibrium and degraded
market efficiency. We then conducted additional sessions under the
RS condition using participants with prior experience in the BL. We
refer to these sessions as resale with experience (RSX).
Experiment Parameters. The laboratory experiments implement
the discrete approximated supply and demand functions shown
in Table 1. Our approximations preserve the long-run equilibrium price, stock, and flow predictions described above. We
allocated holding values and production costs among eight
consumers and four producers. Induced costs and values were
described in terms of experiment currency units (ECUs). (The
exchange rate for ECUs to dollars was 75 to 1 for consumers
and 50 to 1 for producers.)
All experiment sessions lasted 16 periods, each consisting of a
production phase followed by a trading phase. The producers
had 30 s to decide how many units to produce, with a maximum
of four units each. Producers who did not finalize their production decision within the time limit produced no units for that
period. Producers’ inventories carried over, so that if a unit went
unsold in the period in which it was produced it could be sold in a
subsequent period. Units in inventory did not depreciate. At the
outset of the experiment every producer was endowed with
starting capital of 520 ECUs, allowing each to produce up to
three units. Funds for additional production had to be earned by
selling units. The 520 ECUs were reclaimed from a producer’s
earnings at the end of the session.
The duration of the trading phase varied by period. For the
first five periods subjects had 3 min to execute their trades. As
subjects gained experience with the trading process the duration
was reduced to 2.5 min for periods 6–10 and reduced again to
2 min thereafter.
We described a unit’s consumption value to the consumers as
a dividend that it would pay them at the end of each period until
it depreciated (or was sold in the RS and RSX). Every asset unit
had probability μ = 0.2 of deteriorating per period and did not
depreciate until after it had earned its dividend for the period.
(Units depreciated independently; more or less than 20% of
units could depreciate in a period.) Consequently, all units had
an expected lifetime of five periods and the expected earnings
Gjerstad et al.

from holding a unit was five times its dividend per period. We
described these expected earnings to the consumers as a unit’s
average lifetime dividend (ALD).
Risk-neutral consumers with no speculative motive should not
be willing to pay any more than the ALD for an asset unit. (In
the resale treatments, they should not be willing to accept less
than the ALD for a unit.) Units that had not depreciated by the
end of period 16 continued to pay dividends through a number of
periods that continued until all units had depreciated. This ensured that a unit’s ALD did not diminish in the last few periods
of the experiment. During these simulations, production and trade
did not occur. The only activity was the payment of dividends and
the usual probabilistic decay of asset units.
The consumers received an income of 400 ECUs per period,
which they could use to buy units. In our model agents split
consumption between the durable asset and a composite commodity; they do not carry cash holdings across time periods. We
implemented this in the experiments by sequestering all dividends, unspent income, and cash earned from resale (in the RS
and RSX) at the close of the trading phase. The sequestered
amount was added to a consumer’s total earnings, which was
visible on her computer screen. We subtracted 6,000 ECUs—
that is, their cash income for 15 of the 16 trading periods—from
their total earnings at the end of the experiment. This ensured
that the majority of earnings came from activity in the asset
market rather than from passively collecting income.
The producers’ cost schedules are presented in the second and
third columns of Table 1. The four producers were split evenly into
two types. Type 1 producers had a cost advantage on their first and
third units, whereas type 2’s had a cost advantage on their second
and fourth units. The fifth and seventh columns of Table 1 contain
the consumers’ value schedules. The eight consumers were also split
evenly into two types. Type 1 consumers’ dividends were 2 ECUs
Table 2. Results of random effects regression models of
consumers’ share of sales and percent of resales that were
surplus-enhancing
Independent variable
Constant
RSX
Period
RSX × period
Observations
Wald χ2
R2

Consumers’ sales share,
coefficient (SE)

% Efficient resale,
coefficient (SE)

0.840*** (0.030)
−0.280*** (0.054)
−0.021*** (0.002)
0.001 (0.004)
208
180.09
0.5911

0.535*** (0.033)
0.113† (0.076)
−0.007* (0.003)
0.005 (0.006)
207
33.97
0.1434

Significant at †10%, *5%, **1%, or ***0.1%.
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Fig. 1. Unit stocks and flows from a sample environment. If we assume that in time period 0 the initial stock is 22 units, the equilibrium price in that period
will be P0* = 180. This price elicits 11 units of production, and 20% of the initial stock deteriorates. The resulting increment to the stock is 6.6 units, which is
shown by the short dashed lines (Right). The process is iterated; in the limit the process reaches a steady state with a stock of 40 units. The price of 135 elicits 8
units of production, which is exactly offset by 20% depreciation of the 40 units of stock.

Table 3. Results of random effects regression models of price deviation from the short-run equilibrium, production deviation from the
optimal response, production efficiency, and trade efficiency
Independent variable
Constant
RS
RSX
Period
RS × period
RSX × period
Log(period)
RS × log(period)
RSX × log(period)
No. of observations
Wald χ2
R2

Price deviation,
coefficient (SE)

Production,
coefficient (SE)

27.40* (11.09)
−71.99*** (15.68)
−37.07† (19.99)

9.13*** (0.44)
−3.24*** (0.63)
−2.50** (1.07)

−22.64*** (5.49)
−8.04 (7.77)
23.21* (9.90)
352
80.20
0.5311

−0.88** (0.32)
−0.57 (0.45)
1.77** (1.23)
352
89.12
0.5544

Production efficiency,
coefficient (SE)
0.846***
0.060
0.116*
0.008***
−0.017***
0.007**

(0.027)
(0.038)
(0.048)
(0.001)
(0.002)
(0.002)

330
96.35
0.3296

Trade efficiency,
coefficient (SE)

Global efficiency,
coefficient (SE)

0.787***
−0.155*
−0.019
0.005
−0.012*
−0.003

0.667***
−0.091
0.074
0.011**
−0.22***
−0.009

(0.048)
(0.068)
(0.086)
(0.004)
(0.006)
(0.008)

330
47.25
0.2532

(0.049)
(0.069)
(0.088)
(0.004)
(0.005)
(0.007)

330
56.22
0.3470

Significant at †10%, *5%, **1%, or ***0.1%.

higher than type 2’s for all units except for unit 9, which was worth
0 to both types. The ninth unit allowed for the possibility of purely
speculative purchases in the RS and RSX.
In the first period we endowed half of the consumers (two of
each type) with seven units and the other half with six units. This
generated an initial asset stock of 52 units, 12 more than the
long-run equilibrium. Consequently, the short-run equilibrium
prices were predicted to increase as the excess units depreciated.
This allows us to test the ability of traders to track the short-run
equilibrium and achieve the long-run steady state. Increasing
prices in the early rounds also presented the possibility of inducing a speculative price bubble in the RS and RSX by encouraging consumers to expect the prices to continue to rise.
Methods. The subjects interacted via computers separated by
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privacy dividers. They first read through interactive instructions
on their screens explaining the rules of the experiment and their
user interface. After completing the instructions the subjects
participated in a single practice period that did not affect their
earnings or unit holdings during the actual experiment.
We conducted nine sessions of both the BL and RS treatments,
and four sessions of the RSX. The subject sample consisted of 264
undergraduate and graduate students from Chapman University
who were recruited at random from a database of ∼2,000. Aside
from the RSX no subjects participated in more than one session. In
addition to earnings based on their decisions we paid subjects $7 for
attending the BL and RS sessions and $15 for attending the RSX.
(The higher RSX attendance payment was to encourage participation due to the smaller pool of potential participants.) The average decision-based earnings were $27.81 in the BL, $23.02 in the
RS, and $26.35 in the RSX.
Results
We examine differences in resale between the RS and RSX
treatments, as well as the performance of all treatments on convergence to the equilibrium price and production levels, and efficiency. We analyze the data with a set of random effects regression
models. For resale the dependent variables are a treatment dummy
for the RSX, a time trend variable, and an interaction of the time
trend and treatment dummy (Table 2). For prices, production, and
efficiency the dependent variables are treatment dummies for the
RS and RSX, a time trend variable, and interactions of the time
trend with each treatment dummy (Table 3).
The price and production data showed nonlinear convergence,
so the regression models for these data use the log of the period
for the time trend. Trader performance changed with experience
and the estimated time trends are often different across
14560 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1517038112

treatments, so we calculated the model estimates for each
treatment in each period and used Wald tests to compare these
estimates across treatments and/or to theoretical predictions. We
report the results of these tests where appropriate.
Result 1. There was less resale in RSX than RS, and resale in the
RSX increased efficiency more frequently. Resale could enhance
welfare by reallocating units from consumption values below the
market clearing price to values above it. We analyze consumer resale
with two metrics: the percent of all trades in a period in which a
consumer was the seller (i.e., consumers’ sales share) and the percent
of resale in a period in which the buying consumer valued the unit
more highly than the selling consumer (i.e., efficient resale rate).
Our regression model demonstrates that consumers in the RS
failed to optimally specialize as buyers, instead competing as
sellers with the producers. The estimated constant indicates that
at the start of the RS treatment consumers were the sellers in
84% of all trades (P < 0.001). Consumers who were experienced
in the BL were more specialized as buyers. The RSX dummy
indicates that the consumers’ sales share was 28 percentage
points lower at the start of RSX than in the RS (P < 0.001). The
main time trend estimate is −0.021 (P < 0.001), indicating that
consumers became more specialized over time in the RS. However, experience had the same effect in the RSX. The time trend
interaction term is statistically insignificant (P = 0.509).
Resale was more efficient when the consumers were experienced. Our regression model estimates that the initial rate of
efficient resale in the RS was 53.5%. This is not significantly

Fig. 2. Average deviation of price from the short-run equilibrium by treatment. ♢, BL; ○, RS; □, RSX.
Gjerstad et al.

Fig. 3. Production levels by treatment. In the steady-state equilibrium eight
units are produced. ♢, BL; ○, RS; □, RSX.
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higher than 50%, the rate we would expect if consumers in the RS
resold their units at random (Wald test, P = 0.357). The estimated
coefficient of the RSX dummy is positive and indicates an initial
efficient resale rate of 64.8%. This estimate is only marginally
significant compared with the RS (P = 0.061), but experienced
consumers outperformed random resale. A Wald test rejects the
null hypothesis that the sum of the constant term and the RSX
dummy equals 50% (P = 0.003). Moreover, resale became less
efficient over time in the RS, whereas it remained constant in the
RSX. The estimated main time trend indicates that efficient resale
fell by 0.7 percentage points per period in the RS (P = 0.046). In
contrast, a Wald test cannot reject the null hypothesis that the
sum of the main time trend and its interaction with the RSX
dummy is significantly different from zero (P = 0.747).
Our statistical analysis gives us strong confidence that consumers were more focused on the consumption value of their
units in the RSX than in the RS and consequently captured more
gains from exchange. This affected price and production convergence, as well as efficiency, as we demonstrate in the three
remaining results.
Result 2. Prices converged to the short-run equilibrium in the BL
and RSX but diverged from it in the RS. The short-run equilibrium
prices and production levels are temporally interdependent because
a price (quantity) deviation from equilibrium in period t alters the
quantity (price) equilibrium in period t + 1. Consequently, for each
period of each session i we calculate δPit = Pit − Pitp, where Pit is the
observed average price and Pitp is the short-run equilibrium price.
The average δPit is plotted by period for each treatment in Fig. 2.
Traders in the BL achieved the short-run equilibrium prices early
in the session and continued to do so throughout the session. In our
regression model for price deviations the estimated constant term
indicates that prices were 27.4 ECUs above equilibrium in the first
period (P = 0.013), and the estimated coefficient for the time trend is
negative and statistically significant (P < 0.001). Wald tests reject the
null hypothesis that δPit = 0 for periods 1 and 2 (P ≤ 0.05) but cannot
reject it for the remaining 14 periods (P > 0.1 in all cases).
Similarly, experience in the BL trained consumers to trade at
short-run equilibrium prices despite the option to resell their units.
A Wald test cannot reject the null hypothesis that the constant and
RSX dummy sum to zero (P = 0.561) and the estimated RSX time
trend interaction is of approximately equal magnitude to the main
time trend variable, but of opposite sign (β = 23.21, P = 0.019).
Wald tests cannot reject the null hypothesis that δPit = 0 in the
RSX in any period (P > 0.5 in all cases).
The most striking pattern in the data is the persistence of low
prices in RS. The estimated coefficient of the RS treatment
dummy is negative and of substantially greater magnitude than
the constant term (β = −71.99, P < 0.001), indicating that prices
Gjerstad et al.

Result 3. Production converged to the steady state in the BL and
RSX but diverged in the RS (Fig. 3). In the BL average production of new asset units was within one unit of the steady-state
level of eight in all periods except period 1. This was true even in
early periods when the short-run equilibrium production was
below eight because units were trading somewhat above their
short-run equilibrium price. The constant term in our production
regression model estimates that producers produced 9.13 units in
the first period of the BL (P < 0.001). Statistically this is significantly greater than the steady state (Wald test, P = 0.011), but
the estimated time trend is negative and statistically significant
(β = −0.88, P = 0.005), indicating convergence over time. Wald
tests reject the null hypothesis that production was at the steady
state level of eight units at the 5% level for periods 1 and 2, and
at the 10% level for period 3 (P = 0.058). In all remaining periods the tests are not statistically significant.
In RSX—where prices were close to the short-run equilibrium
in every period—production started slightly below the steady
state and converged to it as prices increased. The RSX dummy is
negative and statistically significant (β = −2.50, P = 0.002). The
RSX interaction with the time trend is positive, statistically significant, and roughly twice the magnitude of the main time trend
(β = 1.77, P = 0.002), indicating convergence to the steady state
from below. Wald tests reject the null hypothesis that production
was eight units at the 5% level for period 1 and at 10% for periods 2 and 3 (P = 0.059 and P = 0.089, respectively).
Period 1 production was similar in the RS to the other two
treatments, but as prices persisted below their short-run equilibrium levels the producers responded with lower levels of
output. Production fell below four units on average by period 4
and persisted near this level for the remaining 12 periods. Our
regression model estimates that producers in the RS produced
3.23 fewer units in the first period than producers in the BL (P <
0.001). The estimated interaction of RS with the time trend is
negative but not statistically significant (β = −0.57, P = 0.205).
Thus, our model confirms that production fell over time in the

Fig. 4.

Average global efficiency by treatment.

♢, BL; ○, RS; □, RSX.
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were almost 45 ECUs below the short-run equilibrium in period
1. These prices tended to diverge further from equilibrium over
time. The sum of the main time trend variable and the RS time
trend interaction is negative.
This result is precisely the opposite of what has been observed
in previous studies of asset markets without production, in which
speculative purchases contributed to the formation of price bubbles. In the current study inexperienced consumers used their resale option to compete with the producers, pushing prices well below
fundamental value. [Producers made fewer units in response to low
prices, but on average consumer earnings were higher in the RS
($29.21) compared with the BL ($24.15). Producer’s earnings were
considerably lower in the RS ($10.63) than in the BL ($35.13).]

RS, but not at a faster rate than in the BL. However, production
never reached the steady state in the RS. Wald tests strongly
reject the null hypothesis that production was equal to eight units
for all periods of the RS (P < 0.001 in each case).
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Result 4. There was substantial uncaptured surplus in all treatments, but efficiency was lowest in the RS. We constructed a
measure of “global efficiency” for each period, defined as the
surplus traders captured during the period divided by the
maximum surplus that could have been captured if all units had
been traded to their highest valued uses and producers produced
only those units that could be profitably sold. We also decomposed our global efficiency measure into “production efficiency”
and “trade efficiency.” Production efficiency is the surplus producers made achievable in the period through their production
decisions divided by the maximum surplus. Trade efficiency is
the surplus that was captured in the period divided by the surplus
that producers had made achievable. These additional measures
allow us to pinpoint the major source(s) of inefficiency at the
global level. (In all efficiency calculations we subtracted the idle
surplus—the surplus that traders would have captured if there
had been no production or trade in the period—from both the
numerator and denominator. This allows us to measure only the
surplus that was generated by the traders’ decisions. In some
sessions efficiency was negative in period 1 because traders’
decisions destroyed surplus relative to doing nothing.)
The average global efficiency by period in each treatment is
displayed in Fig. 4. In all treatments average efficiency was
negative in period 1. This was because producers had no price
signal from a previous period to guide their decisions and generally overproduced. Moreover, the consumers’ unsatisfied carrying capacities were of low value in period 1 because of their
large initial endowments. There was a large jump in efficiency in
period 2, which was sustained across the remaining periods.
Thus, we omit period 1 data from our statistical analysis.
Global efficiency was similar in all treatments in the initial periods, but from period 5 on it was substantially lower in the RS than
in the BL and RSX. Between periods 5 and 16 average global
efficiency was 44.9% in the RS compared with 73.4% in the BL
and 74.9% in the RSX. Our regression model estimates that global
efficiency was 66.7% at the beginning of the BL (P < 0.001) and
increased by 1.1 percentage points per period (P = 0.003). The RS
dummy variable is not statistically significant (P = 0.189), but its
interaction with the time trend indicates a loss of 2.2 percentage
points per period relative to the BL (P < 0.001). Wald tests indicate
that global efficiency was higher in the BL than the RS with at least
95% confidence in periods 2–16. Neither the RSX dummy nor its
interaction with the time trend is statistically significant. Wald tests
cannot reject the equality of global efficiency for any period between the BL and RSX.
Little of the global inefficiency was due to producers. After the
first period average production efficiency was 91.5% in the BL,
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82.6% in the RS, and 96.9% in the RSX. Our regression model
estimates that production efficiency started at 84.6% in the BL
(P < 0.001) and increased by 0.7 percentage points per period
(P < 0.001). The RS dummy variable in our regression model of
production efficiency is not statistically significant (P = 0.116)
but its interaction term indicates that production efficiency fell
by 1.7 percentage points relative to the BL (P < 0.001). This
decrease was driven by the fact that producers had units that cost
less than their value to the consumers, but they could not be
produced at a profit due to the below-equilibrium prices in the
RS. Experience substantially improved production efficiency.
The regression model estimates that production efficiency was
initially 11.6 percentage points higher in the RSX relative to the
BL (P = 0.017) and that it increased by 0.8 percentage points per
period faster than the BL (P = 0.003).
Trade efficiency was lower than production efficiency in all
treatments. The average trade efficiency after period 1 was 76.3%
in the BL, 56.8% in the RS, and 78.5% in the RSX. Our regression
model estimates that trade efficiency was 78.7% throughout the
BL, because the estimated constant is 0.787 (P < 0.001) and the
main time trend is not statistically significant (P = 0.218). Resale
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(P = 0.022) and decreased by 1.2 percentage points per period
relative to the BL’s time trend (P = 0.038). Conversely, the estimated coefficients for the RSX dummy and its time trend interaction are both statistically insignificant (P ≥ 0.67 in both cases).
This comports with our findings in result 1 that consumers resold
less actively in the RSX than in the RS, and their resales were more
likely to generate gains from trade.
Conclusion
We present and test a stock-flow model of durable goods with endogenous production distinct from standard asset market experiments with an exogenous supply of assets. We find that the option
to resell units distracts inexperienced consumers from the consumption value of units. However, rather than generating speculative price bubbles they compete with producers, dampening prices,
which results in reduced production and a concomitant loss of efficiency. However, consumers who have come to understand their
role through experience without resale maintain a stronger focus on
consumption, leading to equilibrium prices and production.
Resale alone—although destabilizing—does not generate
price bubbles. Over the past quarter century, numerous real estate price bubbles have occurred around the world, with serious
economic consequences (10, 11). Our design with reproducible
assets suggests that these markets should be stable unless other
factors such as credit, cash infusions, and limitations on production disrupt market equilibration. Our experiment design
provides a framework for tests of these factors.
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